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Many companies are already 
using audio conference as 
a collaboration tool since 
it is conveniently available 
anywhere in the world at     
a low cost. 

However, in order to adapt 
to constantly changing 
market conditions, 
more quick and precise 
communication is required.
Businesses require 
differentiated conferencing 
services to facilitate 
effective collaboration. 

Are your audio conference  
truly facilitating collaboration? 

Samsung SDS Square Meeting AC+ is
a next-generation conferencing 
service that enables quick and easy 
audio conferences (AC) and screen sharing 
through an app.  
Transform your meetings with
our business collaboration tool that facilitates 
quick and accurate communication.



Smart audio conferences
with screen sharing
Simply select the participants from your contacts 
to instantly start an audio conference.
Enjoy additional functions that expedite  
decision-making, such as screen sharing and 
digital whiteboard, at no added cost. 

UX optimized to 
mobile devices

Powerful  
key functions 

Screen sharing
during AC

Square Meeting AC+ is as 
simple to use as a messenger 
app: simply select the 
participants from your 
contacts and instantly  
start a AC. 

On top of crisp sound quality, 
all key functions required for 
conferencing, from adding 
participants and re-starting 
a call, are readily available 
from the app. 

Communicate accurately with 
screen sharing from your  
mobile or PC at no added cost. 



Synced Contacts 
Immediately start or schedule a meeting 
for later by selecting the participants 
from contacts synced with your device. 

Meeting Notifications 
Receive meeting notifications in real-time 
via SMS and app notifications.  

Various User Interfaces
Available on both smartphones and PCs. 
Supports Android and iOS for mobiles  
and Windows and macOS for PCS. 

Quick and easy 
cooperation with 
mobile optimization

Active Talker
Check who is talking during meetings.                
Square Meeting AC+ displays the active               
talker on the screen. 

Participant Management 
View the meeting participants at a glance.       
Remove or additionally invite participants. 

Meeting Control 
Easily end or restart meetings.

Effective meetings with 
various functions

Screen Sharing 
Share your screen with participants from 
a mobile or PC. 

Browser-based Screen Sharing 
Share your screen with participants even 
if they haven’t installed the app through   
a browser. 

Pen
All participants can freely sketch out ideas 
during screen sharing in real-time.

Accurate communication 
with screen sharing

Key Functions



Ensure accurate and easy collaboration 
with Square Meeting AC+ 
audio conferences and screen sharing. We’ve applied a more user-friendly  

UX to our existing AC solution to  
ensure more collaboration. 
Communicate with ease and  
convenience. 

Communicate 
effectively

Expedite decision making with 
simultaneous audio conferencing 
and screen sharing. Improve business 
efficiency and expedite workflows. 

Improve business 
produactivity

Drive the best results at a reasonable 
price. Our conferencing solution 
includes screen sharing at no added cost, 
allowing you to freely communicate with 
colleagues around the world. 

Cut down on 
communication costs 



Respond to emergencies on-site with  
screen sharing 
Need to make emergency modifications to your blueprint on-site?   
Square Meeting AC+ allows you to quickly share issues and  
directly instruct modifications to your documents with screen  
sharing to expedite decision making.

Unleash the 
potentials of  
Square Meeting AC+

Use Cases

Start meetings on-the-go from  
your mobile 
Need to negotiate the terms and conditions during 
a proposal to a client? Expedite collaboration 
by immediately starting  a meeting on the spot 
from your mobile without going through any  
additional processes .

Conduct meetings with overseas 
branches 

Communicate and  share documents with  
colleagues around the world  at  a more affordable 

price than making international calls.  
Facilitate clear communication without being 

constrained by time or distance. 


